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CJLEADS 2
Roll Out

- Over 17,000 users have linked their CJLEADS user account (NCID) to MFA and have begun experiencing the new CJLEADS version
- 556 of 593 agencies have begun their transition to the new version
- We have issued just over 3,500 MobileID tokens to ten agencies
- We will sunset the original version by the end of May
CJLEADS 2
DCI Module 1 Integration Status

- In Pilot Production
  - QW and QV
  - Nlets (nationwide DMV person and vehicle data)
- In Development
  - Missing Persons (QM)
  - Gun Query (QG)
  - Hazardous Materials Query (MQ)
  - Boat Query (QBOT)
  - Query Article (QA)
  - Query Security (QS)
CJLEADS 2
Additional Enhancements

- Currently in development:
  - DNA Flag
  - Add a new data source – CCH
  - Advanced Search – Select Multiple Gang Affiliations
  - Update AOC Codes to include recent legislation
  - Hearing Impaired Indicator
  - Human Trafficking Warning Icon
Questions?

danny.bell@nc.gov
https://it.nc.gov/cjleads

Office: 919.754.6941
Mobile: 919.524.2457